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ABOUT
US

Ag Spray Centre, located in Goondiwindi
Queensland, is the retail outlet for all your

spraying parts and accessories

This family run business has had a lifelong experience
in farming, contract spraying and more recently retail
sales and service. 

In 2017 the current location at Goondiwindi was
purchased and renovated to continue support for
Apache owners in Australia but also to expand into
parts and accessories for a wide range of sprayers.

In store you will find a range of quality brands and
products at very competitive prices and with freight
leaving daily to all areas of Australia, we are a one stop
shop for all your spraying equipment needs!

Browse through our range in this catalogue to see what
we can offer to improve your spraying operations. 

Visit our website and follow us on social media to
keep up to date with new products, offers and a
look into what we can build and design for you and
your spraying operations.

  Ag spray Centre Goondiwindi - Apache Sprayers
@AgSpray

@AgApache

www.agspraycentre.com.au



More power to the ground, reduced cabin noise, lighter overall
weight, better fuel efficiency, lower maintenance costs, and better
boom ride are all benefits that are improved by mechanical drive. 

Power for the Apache is provided from the reliable 6.7 litre
Cummins engine, coupled to a lock up torque converter, and ZF 6
speed power shift transmission. The Apache has the best power to
ground ratio per kilo than any competitor in its class.
The Apache Range has boom sizes from 24 to 40 metres and tank
sizes from 2460 litres to 4540 litres. Choices in tyre sizes, plumbing,
GPS and controllers allow you to customise your sprayer.

The Apache gives you the lowest cost of ownership in the industry.
Years of data show that the Apache constantly has lower service
and operating costs, lower cost for replacement parts, greater fuel
savings and higher resale values, plus a lower purchase price than
its competitors. Calculations show the Apache is $100 -$200 LESS
per hour to own than most comparable sized sprayers.

Going to work has never been so comfortable, or quiet, as it is in 
 an Apache. The flex frame chassis, patented suspension and
ergonomic seat soak up the bumps, providing a smooth ride. 

In 1997 when Equipment Technologies was founded, the
commitment was to produce a tough simple and reliable sprayer.
Hundreds of conversations with growers led to the solution. It had to
be mechanical drive, simple to run, simple to maintain, efficient and
effective. Some 8500 sprayers later, the Apache is the most sought
after mechanical drive sprayer on the market.

The Apache is a mechanical drive sprayer. This isn’t just a way to
move the sprayer but a concept that flows through to enhance all
areas of the Apache’s performance and efficiency. 

Home of the Apache Self- Propelled
Sprayer in Australia

A custom cab has excellent
visibility of the boom, front
tyres and forward position.
The touch screen display
informs the operator of the
engine vitals, and is the control
centre for power mirrors,
throttle settings, diagnostics
and more. The joystick allows
the operator to easily change
gears, RPM, adjust boom
height and control wing tilt.
The rear-view camera, cruise
control, quality Bluetooth radio
all add to operator comfort.

EquipmentWatch
Highest Retained 

Value Award
2016, 2017, 2018 &

2019



WHY RUN WITH AN
APACHE? 

Take a peek into a day

in the life of budding

artist Stella Young,

and how she improves

her craft

When it comes to big iron equipment,
some think the heavier the better. At
Apache, we strongly disagree.Apache
Sprayers are lightweight and agile by
design, weighing just 9 tonne on average.
Making them about 4 to 7 tonnes less than
comparable models, reducing the
compaction on your soil and reducing fuel
costs.

Ask our customers why they run with
Apache, and most times you’ll get a one-
word answer – simplicity.Simple to run.
Simple to adjust. Simple to maintain. All
Sprayers are designed with common
components across multiple models. That
means Apache owners don’t pay for us to
manufacture, warehouse and ship lots of
different parts for various sprayer models.

You can’t go wrong with an Apache – we’re
the most affordable sprayer in the
industry with the highest retained value at
trade in, just ask Equipment Watch. Plus,
all Apache’s are engineered to save you
money.Our simple mechanical drive
transmission reduces overall service and
operating costs compared to competitive
hydrostatic sprayers.

Apache Sprayers are built from the ground
up for performance and longevity. Our
sprayers feature a simple mechanical drive
transmission with fewer parts than
hydrostatic machines, making an Apache
far easier to maintain. Plus, Apache
Sprayers are backed by the industry’s best
five-year warranty.

Agility

Affordability

Simplicity

Dependability

The Industry's Best Warranty
Every Apache Sprayer that rolls off the assembly line comes with a five year

limited warranty - the best in the industry! 
ET is the only manufacturer with full machine coverage for the first two years. 



AS640 AS740

AS1040 AS1240



For most spraying operations the biggest downtime is
refilling the sprayer. 

Flashvat has a range of chemical handlers to make this
job quicker, safer and easier. The original Flashvat was

developed from the need to handle all types of
chemicals, powders and granules efficiently. 

Flashvats are made using Banjo fittings and the best
quality hose to ensure the longevity of your mixing vat. 

           Can be Freighted anywhere in Australia! 

Keeping you in the Paddock, Spraying More Efficiently!



Stainless Steel Drum rack can empty 3
drums at one time. While the drums are
emptying, the operator can rinse and drain
the drums allowing you to handle greater
volumes of chemical in a much shorter time.  
Very compact taking up little tray space,
and is low to the ground, making it easier
for the operator with minimal lifting.
1 1/2″ cone bottom outlet to fully drain all
the chemical from the vat quickly.
 

Agitation nozzle quickly dissolves powders and
granules, and has a unique churning motion to
mix the most difficult powders with speed.
2" Banjo pump with a 6.5hp Honda motor
standard on vats with a frame
Clear graduations for easy calibration, and has
a snap shut lid to keep out contaminants and
allow for easy rinsing.
Powder coated forklift ready frame for easy
tranportation and strength on farm 

Flashvats can be custom plumbed to suit your requirements. 
A range of additional options are available including 3″ pumps and plumbing,

venturi filling, bulk handling from shuttles, seed treatment kits, fertiliser
injection kits for pivot irrigation, LED light kits for night work and solar. 

180L Freestanding Flashvat from $2,500 +GST

180L Flashvat on Frame with 2” Banjo Pump from $4,500 +GST
300L Flashvat on Frame from $5,100 +GST
400L Flashvat on Frame from $6,300 +GST
800L Flashvat on Frame from $6,900 +GST

The Quickest Chemical
Transfer

 in the Industry!

See our mixing
station section for
ideas how we can

include a Flashvat in
your workspace!

Designed and Made 
in Australia





Intelligent sensor

Reduce herbicide usage by up to 90%

Unbeatable accuracy

ISOBUS compatible

Lightweight sensors and cabling

Fewer sensors needed with

expanded weed detection width

Weed mapping and section control

Automatic turn compensation

The Premium Optical Spot Spraying System 

Building on more than 25 years of experience in the field, the WeedSeeker® 2 system brings
generational improvement to the spot spraying market. 

WeedSeeker® 2 is the next generation spot spray system from Trimble Agriculture. Designed with 25
years of weed killing experience, it delivers all-around superior performance to previous solutions. 

Using advanced optics and processing power, the WeedSeeker® 2 system detects and applies
herbicide to weeds. When a weed passes underneath the sensor it signals its linked spray nozzle to
precisely deliver herbicide and kill the weed, reducing the amount of chemical applied by up to 90%.

We Can Retrofit your existing sprayer! 
John Deere 4730 with a 25m System



Applications include Broadacre fallow
spraying, Shielded spraying in row crops, Tree
crops, Fungicide, insecticide and fertiliser
applications in vegetables, Channel spraying,
vineyards and industrial (Councils, railways,
airports and schools)

' S P R A Y  W E E D S ,
 N O T  B A R E  G R O U N D '

Contact us today to have a chat about retrofitting your existing boom
to the latest in premium spot spray technology

Weatherproof
Operational both day and night
Sensors are unaffected by dust
Ability to spray on uneven ground
Modular system that can be added to
Capable of speeds up to 25km/hr
12 volt power
12 volt fast fire solenoids



Mixing Stations and Other Fabrications

At our Goondiwindi workshop we can assemble a chemical mixing station to make your
spray job easier, safer and more efficient!

2″ – 4″ water pumps
Electric start pumps with battery and solar recharge
LED lighting 
Chemical flowmeters
Diesel tanks with 12v pumps and hose reels
Safety shower with eyewash and separate freshwater tank
Removable work platforms for drop-deck and semi trailers
Water cartage setup to suit any size
Multi shuttle suction with rinse lines
Custom chemical trailers with water cartage tanks
Tank Frames 
Toolboxes and storage 

Some Options we can offer Include:

From 50L hoppers, on-farm diesel trailers to semi-trailer mixing stations we can offer advice, parts
and products to build your own, or for us to modify or build from scratch a plant that works for you. 

New life can be given to an existing trailer or built from scratch. 
Bring your trailer to the workshop to minimise travel back and forth getting all the suitable parts!

Heavy Duty Mixing Trailer 
6 Tonne Axles 
4 Pallet Spaces

  Grid Mesh Floor

Fold Up Stairs
180L FLASHVAT 
Honda 2" Banjo Pump

Shuttle Suction with Rinse Lines
Fold Out Load Arm
60L Handwash Tank and Toolbox



Load Arm with 3" Hose 
 Jerry Can Holder
Spring-loaded Stairs

Shuttle Suction set up to suck from 1-4 Shuttles
15,000L Global Roto-Moulding Cartage Tank
180L Flashvat with a 3" Banjo Honda Pump 

New Life for a Tri Axle Flat Top Trailer

2,000L FUEL TRAILER  

 3 Tonne Suspension

 Honda Pump,

Flow Meter

 20m Hose Reel

 Filter

 Lockable Toolbox 

 Fully Welded 6mm Chassis



12 Volt Hydraulic Boom Lift
Switchboard For Controlling Boom Movement and Boomless Jet Nozzle
Frame can be removed from the ute while not in use

180L Removable FLASHVAT
3" Banjo Pump
Trailer Made here
 Ag Spray Centre

4,500L Spray Trailer
Stainless Steel Tank
Hose and/or Parts Cage

One-Sided Channel Boom

3,00L and 4,100L Tanks in Forkliftable  Frames
Swing Down 180L FLASHVAT

Platform with pump and plumbing  



Remote Control Water Truck with Dust Suppressant Nozzle 6,000L Tank with Frame and 180L FLASHVAT

2" Load Arm allowing to load from both sides,
180L FLASHVAT
Fold Down Sides/Walkways
Solar Power & Work lights
Load From Both Sides
Electric Start Diesel Pumps with a 600L Diesel Tank
 Retractable hose Reel
Grid-mesh Floor
Safety Shower with 600L Freshwater Tank
Sotera Chemical Handling Pump
Direct Chemical Shuttle Suction
Fully Removable Forklift Pockets
Toolboxes and Battery Box 

Complete Mixing Station - Safe and Functional   

12,000L Wash-down Tank 
Cube Tank Measuring 2.5m x 2.5m 

Check Our 
Website for More

 Photos and 
Videos! Custom Forkliftable Pump and Pickling

Stations to Suit your Workspace



Designed and built with strength, simplicity and ease of use
in mind, all sprayers in our S Series range feature heavy

duty construction, simple plumbing design and layout with
the highest quality components fitted.

These features ensure that Stoll S Series sprayers are the
most reliable machines on the market. Along with a large

list of standard features you also have the option to
customise your sprayer any way you choose. All S Series
Sprayers have virtually all the features fitted as standard
equipment that others class as ‘options’ and all sprayers

can be customised to suit individual requirements.

In 2002 Stoll Boomsprays was created at Wagga Wagga NSW by Jarrod Stoll,
 Initially offering a small range of sprayers for the small acreage owner. However after servicing

and repairing all brands of sprayers along with selling a few of the big names was constantly
disappointed with their complexity of operation or decontamination, their ride in the field or

inability to stand up to our clients needs and environment. 
In 2011 the first S Series Sprayer was released. 
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Michelle Way's list of must-
visit wedding dress shops

Dresses Galore

The TTQ Scorpion Root Cutter design is award winning
for a reason. It's the simplest yet most efficient and
effective root cutter ever built.  The machine of choice
for over 95% of Australian cotton growers! 

"Lessening overall operation time and maximising the
acreage covered in a day" 

Standard operating speed of around 16 - 19 km/h and
can operate at up to 22 km/h
Uniquely patented hydraulic breakaway system
Suits most crop configurations including solid, single
and double skip
High speed, reliable operation
Forward/Backward staggered row units assist even
trash flow
Deeper cut to eliminate re-growth
Decreases blockages and disc flips by 90%
Breakaway pressure hydraulic accumulator controlled
Suits mulchers and toolbars of various dimensions
4, 6, 8 & 12 Row and also as individual units

Based in Toowoomba QLD, TTQ prides themselves on custom building the strongest,
most reliable agricultural equipment made in Australia.

 TTQ Machinery Sales and Spare parts are available at Ag Spray Centre.
 

From the award winning, market leading, Scorpion Root Cutter; the best-selling Trojan
Mulcher, or the beefy Raptor Ripper, TTQ focus on the modern Australian farmers' needs. TTQ
are constantly innovating and updating there range to cater to the agricultural industry needs.

Scorpion Root Cutter



178mm x 178mm x 9.5mm (7” x 7” x 0.37”) Standard heavy- duty wrap agricultural bars.
Heavy-duty wrap around clamped spreader bars
Fixed and adjustable shank options
CAT 3 / 4 quick hitch
Various wheel assemblies available
One-piece spreader assembly with heavy-duty clamps (Not U-Bolt) with a unique ‘Key Lock’
spreader for maximum rigidity across all 3 bars
Heavy- duty 16mm Clamp and backing plates
Diagonal material = 100mm x 50mm x 6mm and Spreader material = 152mm x 76mm x 6mm
MTS Tooling Clamp provides a multitude of options to fit multiple tooling configurations 
32mm Hardox fabricated shank with toe design to fit point correctly (Vs Cast and welded shanks)
All backing plates welded with gussets – designed specifically for modern horsepower tractors
.The centre spreader forms an integral part of the headstock giving greater strength

Fitted with a specially designed flail pattern to suit row crop, which increases mulching efficiency,
provides higher quality mulching over rows on a variety of configurations, cotton, sorghum etc.
resulting in longer flail life. The bisalloy wear skins are all replaceable and the Trojan's extra heavy
duty bearings are designed with trouble free replacement in mind. Importantly, the gearbox is
mounted in a significantly lower position than other mulchers to increase lifting height while the
machine is running, allowing easier operation of the machine whilst in the paddock. 

TTQ can refurbish your mulcher at the TTQ factory, or you can do it yourself as we supply flails, pins,
bearings to our workshop here at Ag Spray Centre and can advise on repairs or modifications.
The latest portable balancing equipment is available through us from TTQ on request. 

Flail pattern to suit row crop configurations
Increased efficiency, capacity and quality in all
areas of mulching
Improved flail life and balance control
Gearbox is mounted in a lower position to
increase lifting height while machine is running
Available in 4, 6, 8 and 9 metres
Wears balanced
320 hp Gearbox and Bondiolo shafts
Extra heavy duty bearings, designed with
trouble free replacement
Bisalloy wear skins – all replaceable

Trojan Mulcher

Centrebuster & Sidebuster



All shanks are cut from 32mm 450 grade hardox
The way the shanks are machined means they are
very adaptable and can use a wide variety of
attachments
TTQ’s Semi- parabolic tynes will not turn over soil,
providing no down time after ripping and little
moisture lost whilst ripping
All our ripper frames are made with a 12.5mm wall
material 
Suitable for the biggest tractors and bulldozers
Spreaders are made of chassis material making
them incredibly strong but light and flexible
The entire ripper frame is bolted together to allow
you to set up to any working configuration.

                
                                              MTS          Raptor           Super Raptor
RHS                                       7X7                8X12         8X12   
Underframe clearance       780mm         950mm     1150 mm 

Breakout force (measured at the tip of the point)                         
                  
Shear Pin                            4.5 tonne       9 tonne       NA
Hydraulic                            1.8 tonne       3.6 tonne    3.8 tonne

This 20 tyne Super Raptor is designed specifically for the sandy soils of WA as it can rip over 800mm
deep breaking into the clay pan beneath. All twenty hydraulically managed tynes are mounted on

heavy duty 300 x 200 RHS toolbars. 
The Super Raptor uses a leading tyne set up on the front two toolbars that can be set at depths of

200, 300 and 400mm. The third and fourth toolbars carry the massive tynes that follow in the same
rip line, but a depth of 800mm.Attached directly behind the rip lines are two unique individually

acting press rollers that provide a ready to plant surface.

Raptor and MTS Deep Ripper

TTQ’s deep rippers are suitable for many different purposes in a wide variety of farming
operations including deep ripping new country, placing deep fertilizer, pasture renovation,

repairing previously blade ploughed paddocks, preparing cotton fields, working before buckets
in melon hole country and Sowing grass into pastures

20 Tyne Super Raptor, Leading Tyne Ripper

4 heavy duty wheel assemblies with a 12.00- 20 18 ply tyres
Use their own accumulator shock system
Optional hydraulic downforce rollers weighing over 2000kg
each
Plugs also included for adding extra weight if required
Breakout force of over 4 tonne measured at the tips
3” and 4” displacement rams on the tynes respectively



Spray nozzles can have a big impact on crop yield, plant health, efficiency of pest control and of
course, profitability. Nozzles are precision-engineered for specific applications so it is essential to use

the ones best suited for your operations
Ag Spray Centre has the most comprehensive range of Teejet nozzles in stock at very competitive

prices. Arag, Hardi and other brand nozzles are also available.

A perfect balance of drift control and coverage – precisely sized, large,
air filled drops stay on target and cover the entire plant
Wide operating pressure range of 15-90 PSI (1-6 bar) gives you fewer
drift-able droplets at higher pressures than most other tips 
Available in nine VisiFlo® tip capacities 
Unique UHMWPE polymer material provides significantly longer wear
life and better acid resistance 
Air-induction design enhances coverage of larger droplets through air
inclusion 
Compact design avoids damage and easy to remove pre-orifice for
quick maintenance

Excellent spray distribution over a wide range of pressures—15–60
PSI (1–4 bar)
deal for rigs equipped with sprayer controllers
Reduces drift at lower pressures, better coverage at higher pressures
 Available in stainless steel, ceramic and polymer in 80° and 110°
spray angles with VisiFlo® color-coding
Ceramic is available with corrosive resistant polypropylene VisiFlo
colour coded tip holder in 80° capacities 03–08 and 110° capacities
02–08, brass available in 110° only.

Stainless steel insert produces a tapered edge flat spray pattern for
uniform coverage in broadcast spraying.
Polymer insert holder and pre-orifice with VisiFlo® color-coding
Larger droplets for less drift
Available in eight capacities with a recommended pressure rating 30–
115 PSI (2–8 bar)
Depending on the chemical, produces large air-filled drops through
the use of a Venturi air aspirator.

Spray Nozzles

AI Turbo Air Induction Flat Spray Tips

XR  Extended Range Flat Spray Tips

AIXR Air Induction XR Flat Spray Tips



110° wide angle, air induction, tapered flat spray tip pattern based on
the patented outlet orifice design of the original Turbo TeeJet® nozzle
Patented orifice design provides large, round passages to minimise
plugging
Depending on the chemical, it produces large air-filled drops through a
Venturi air aspirator resulting in less drift
All polymer construction for excellent chemical and wear resistance
Compact size to prevent tip damage
Removable pre-orifice
Ideal for use with automatic sprayer controllers.

Dual outlet design produces two 110° flat fan spray patterns using the
patented technology from the Turbo TeeJet® nozzle
The angle between each spray pattern is 60° forward and back
Best suited for broadcast spraying where superior leaf coverage and
canopy penetration is important
Droplet size range is slightly larger than for the same capacity 
Turbo TeeJet nozzle providing drift-reducing properties with increased
canopy coverage and penetration.
Moulded polymer for excellent chemical and wear resistance Ideal for
use with automatic sprayer controllers.

Air induction with dual 110° flat fan patterns and 60° between leading
and trailing spray patterns 
Good coverage with increased canopy penetration and best drift
control
Best suited for post-emergence applications
Excellent drift control with coarse to very coarse droplet

Penetrates crop residue or dense foliage
Smaller droplets for thorough coverage
Better spray distribution along boom than with hollow cone nozzles
Available in stainless steel with VisiFlo® colour coding in 65°, 80° and
110° spray angles
Recommended pressure rating 30–60 PSI (2–4 bar).

Tapered edge wide angle flat spray pattern for uniform coverage in
broadcast spraying
Large, rounded internal passage to minimize clogging
Excellent resistance to corrosive solutions
Superior wear characteristics
Larger droplets for less drift— 15–90 PSI (1–6 bar).

AITTJ60 Air Induction Turbo Twinjet Flat Spray Tip

TJ60 Twin Flat Spray Tips

TTJ60 Turbo Twinjet Flat Spray Tips

TTI Turbo Teejet Induction Flat Spray Tips

TT Turbo Teejet Wide Angle Flat Spray Tip



TTI60 produces two 110° wide angle, flat spray patterns for uniform
coverage in broadcast applications
60° angle between leading and trailing patterns for increased canopy
penetration and leaf coverage
All in one moulded nozzle and Quick TeeJet® cap design provides
automatic spray alignment
Extremely large drift resistant droplets are produced through the use of
a venturi air aspirator
Provides excellent drift control and produces minimal driftable fines -
less than 1.5%*Acetal construction for excellent chemical and wear
resistance
Removable pre-orifice allows for disassembly and cleaning
Suggested spray pressure range of 20-100 PSI (1.5-7 bar).

Excellent for application of liquid fertilizer on bare ground or in
standing crop. 
3-stream pattern is ideal for directed application
VISI-FLO® color-coding system
Three solid streams of equal velocity and capacity
Removable metering orifice for easy cleaning
Ten sizes for a wide range of application rates
Equally spaced distribution at 20" (50 cm) height
Use with Quick TeeJet Cap -  Black, CP25597 NYAll acetal construction
for excellent chemical resistance
Recommended operating pressure: 20-60 PSI (1.5-4 bar)
Solid stream pattern minimizes leaf burn and virtually eliminates drift.

Unique orifice geometry produces a wind spray pattern while
maintaining superior distribution across the entire width
Pre-orifice design minimises drift
Extra wide spray pattern - up to 18.5' (5.5 meters) - using a single nozzle
Removable polymer pre-orifice 
Acetyl or stainless steel construction for excellent chemical resistance
Recommended spray pressure range: 20-60 PSI (1.5-4 bar)
Color-coding for easy capacity identifications.

Excellent spray distribution for uniform coverage along the boom
Nozzle design incorporates a pre-orifice to produce larger droplets for
less drift
Large, round orifice reduces clogging. Stainless steel or polymer with
VisiFlo® color-coding band for easy size identification.

TTI60 Twinjet Air Induction Twin Flat Spray Tips

TF Turbo Floodjet Wide Angle Flat Spray Tips

SJ3 Teejet StreamJet Fertiliser Spray Tips

XP Boomless Spray Nozzles - Right and Left







In store we offer an extensive line of Teejet boom components designed to offer you versatility and
ease of use. Whether the application is for wet booms or dry booms, or for single or multiple nozzle

assemblies. You'll find the perfect combination of nozzle holders, caps, check valves and fittings
that will provide smooth, trouble-free operation.

Arag, Hardi and other brand components are also available.

Swivel Nozzle Bodies
Hose Shank Nozzle Bodies
Nozzle Body ChemSaver® Check Valves
Hose Shanks and Adapters
Nozzle Bodies for Wet and Dry Booms

QJS Series Stackable Nozzle Bodies
Push to Connect Caps and Bodies
Teejet QJ Caps and Conversion Caps
ChemSaver® Diaphragm Check Valves
Hose Droppers

Boom Components 

Teejet Conversion Caps to Suit Hardi Nozzle Bodies

Teejet Quick Jet Caps



Line Strainers

Strainers protect spray tips and lines from clogging and damage and keeps
productivity high. Choose from a wide range of designs, sizes and screen materials to

suit your needs from Banjo, Teejet and Arag including ‘T’ and ‘Y’ style.
Manifold/Flange or Threaded inlets and outlets available.

ISO Colour Chart Update 



Camlocks from A-F
Threaded Nipples, Elbows, Tees, Hose Barbs, Reducers and Plugs 
Manifold Flange Connections and clamps
IBC Tank Accessories
BSP Options

Fittings include:

In store you will find an extensive range of fittings, taps and valves to suit your application.
 The largest range of quality Banjo Fittings in Australia is available at your fingertips

. 
“If it’s in the Banjo Catalogue, We Will Stock It”

A wide range of Arag, Altek and other brands are also available.

Fittings, Taps and Valves

21



Shuttle Gauge® is a calibrated and adjustable stainless steel measuring device that
attaches to the IBC between the cage and bladder.  Starting with a full IBC, adjustment is

made to “zero” the gauge to the quantity of liquid inside. 
The IBC does not need to be level due the compensatory effect of liquid trapped in a cube. 

10L increments are standard on the 1000L metric version

Following on from the success of the Shuttle Gauge the Enviro Gauge is calibrated for the
Schutz Envirodrum. Adjust the 110L mark of the Enviro Gauge to the full Envirodrum liquid

level and you are set. 2L increments and is made from 316 Marine Grade stainless steel.

Have you been looking for an inexpensive, simple, safe and accurate way
to measure liquid in 1,000L shuttles or IBC‘s? 

Then Shuttle Gauge is the answer you‘ve been looking for!
No double handling using slow electric pumps
No operator exposure by decanting into measuring buckets
No viscosity calibrations to keep track of with flow meters.

Australian Designed
 and Manufactured Use Only the

Amount of
Chemical You

Need! 

GRIPPAGRIPPAGRIPPARIPPARIPPARIPPA
Designed by John Reichstein and manufactured right here in
Goondiwindi the Rippa Grippa is a must have tool to open all

shapes and sizes of drums lids and containers with ease!



Hot or cold ?
Spitwater high pressure cleaners are available
in both hot & cold water and cold water only
configurations because every cleaning job is
different.
The range of machines can produce pressure
up to 1500 bar and our hot water cleaners can
produce temperatures of up to 150 Degrees
Celsius in steam mode. 
The inbuilt heating coils in our hot water
models are manufactured in-house by our own
expert tradesmen using up to 47 metres of mild
steel seamless pipe.

.

Petrol, Diesel, Hydraulic or Electric ?
Not every cleaning job is conveniently located
close to an electricity supply. When they are,
our single and three phase electric high
pressure cleaners are ideally suited as they
are compact, powerful and efficient. When
electricity is not an option our portable petrol,
diesel and hydraulic high pressure cleaners
are an excellent choice.
With engines up to 150 hp and pressure up to
1500 bar they are suitable for any cleaning
situation. There is no need to compromise the
maintenance regime or hygiene procedures
because of a remote location. 

Spitwater is the only Australian manufacturer of a complete range of high pressure
water cleaners since 1983. Ag Spray Centre can supply pressure washers and all

accessories as well as after sales service and support. 

Spitwater has Commercial, Household and Professional ranges to suit every customers usage including not only
pressure cleaners but vacuums, Scrubber Driers and Space Heaters

INDUSTRIAL HEATING AND CLEANING EQUIPMENT 

PRESSURE CLEANERS

Book your Pressure
Cleaner in for

Maintenance or a
Service with our

Qualified Spitwater
Technician!  

10-120H 
1,800PSI, 10LPM, 3HP, 240V ,15AMP 
Hot/Cold Electric Pressure Cleaner 

10-120C 
1,800PSI 10LPM 3HP 240V 15AMP 

Cold Electric Pressure Cleaner

HC15-275P 
4,000PSI 15LPM 13HP Honda 

Cold Pressure Cleaner

JETFIRE DC50 Compressor Heater
50kW Heat Output, 240V 10 amp plug,

49L Diesel Tank Capacity
Convert your existing cold water pressure

cleaner into a hot water machine

Heating Cylinder 240V



Tried and tested in the Australian conditions are BA pumps and Sprays and Rapid Spray’s line of
spot spraying equipment. Both brands have Innovative technology and products for the home

gardener, to the professional landscape contractor to the large farm and property owners.

We stock a variety of spray units to fit in a range of spaces from the lawn
mower to the back of an ATV along with accessories such as guns and

lances, booms and boom-less jet kits, 12V pumps, brass fittings, pressure
gauges and hose reels from quality brands such as Teejet.  

Rebuild Kits and spares for all units and guns we sell  are stocked in store

Spot Sprayers and Accessories

Turbo 400 Gun

Teejet M30 Gun

Teejet AA43 Gunjet

Teejet AA30 Gun

110cm in Width - Perfect ATV Size
12 Volt auto-rewind Buddy Smart Reel
250 - 360 L Tanks
Tie Down Points

6m & 15m hose and hose reel options
30-200L Tank Options
6.8lpm & 11.3lpm Shurflo 12V Pumps
Larger pumps able to run a small boom

Teejet  XP Boom-jet
 Boomless Nozzle Kit

Solo Trolley and Backpack Sprayers



From water, diesel, molasses and fertiliser cartage tanks and water storage tanks
to catch precious rainfall we offer a wide range of options to suit your needs. 

Global Rotomoulding, TTI, Rapid Spray and BA Pumps and Sprays  are suppliers
of our wide range of tanks. 

Transportable tanks are built for tough Australian conditions with food grade
plastic, are UV stabilised, thickness tested, with pin mount and anchor down point
options. Frames for tanks can also be designed and custom built for your needs

at our workshop with powder coating or paint options also available. 

Water storage tanks are available to order in a range of shapes and sizes
including domestic slimline Urban Camel tanks from 2,200L to 5,000L and
underground tanks including septic options and round rural storage tanks

ranging in sizes from 500L to 25,000L. 
Global offers a range of colours to order as well as delivery.

See the ‘Mixing
station and custom
projects’ section of
this catalogue for

ideas and examples
of what we can
create for you.

Tanks

Other Rotomoulded Products are Also Available 



At Ag Spray Centre we have pumps of all sizes and types to suit any job or application. 

A range of 12 volt, hydraulic, centrifugal and diaphragm pumps are available as well as
service kits and spare parts to suit. If we don’t have it in stock, we can get it in for you!

PUMPS



Flowmetres
& 
Electric Valves

Ensure the accuracy, productivity and cost-effectiveness of your spraying operations with TeeJet,
Banjo, Raven, Sotera, Shurflo and KZ flowmetres and valves. We keep a range in stock along with  

spare parts to suit! 
If we don’t have the particular model you are after, we can order it in. 



SAFETY

Gloves in a range of sizes and styles
Dust masks to full face respirators
Cover-alls 
Safety glasses 
First Aid Kit
Eye wash 
Aprons 
Emergency wash down stations

Handling, mixing and applying chemicals for cropping and livestock can
be made safer by having an awareness of the dangers and having the

right equipment to protect yourself and others. 

Protection must be worn to prevent dermal, respiratory and oral
absorption and entry into the body.





A wide range of suction and pressure hose can be found in store. Chemical Spray
Hose, water transfer, Lay flat, Clear Sight-Gauge, Air Line, boom pipe and more.

Accessories such as pressure gauges, wash-down nozzles, hose reels, super clamps
and worm drive clamps from 6mm-121mm are also available.

Hose

Sold by the
metre or roll at

competitive
prices!



Raised Measuring Graduation
Non-Spill
Strong construction
UV Stabilised
Jugs - 500ml, 1L, 3L & 5L
Buckets - 15L & 25L

Notes:

Buckets and Jugs


